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Solution

The idea is to connect the most
basic and traditional symbol of
Deutsche Bank; it's logo with
digitization also at it's basics. If one
looks at the DB sigh with
digitization in mind one quickly
spots that it can be read as 1
framed in 0. 0 and 1 being the only
numbers needed for everything
digital. Endless chains of parts of
the logo can now be easily read as
algorithms and sometimes they
brilliantly melt together, as in fact
they have always been.
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Please explain how your poster brings the idea of digital leadership to life?

coming soon
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Please provide a summary of your film script/storyboard:

coming soon
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What makes your film poster and script special?

I wouldn't go into serious stories of how safe and necessary the new paths are. People are smart
enough to know for themselves or not smart enough to be persuaded anyways. I would go into
abstract and humorous connections between the traditional and the inevitable yet bringing
some essential communication between the lines.
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Are all parts of the design 100% your original work or did you use any stock or third
party material? If yes, please link all stock, fonts and Creative Commons material
here:

100% mine for poster, the DB building from... https://www.db.com/cr/en/concrete-green-
buildings.htm
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Creative's profile

szymonwit
designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Architecture, Graphic Design, Product Design, Interior Design, Packaging
Design
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